**AXIAL CUT/FORM DIES**

**FIXED AND ADJUSTABLE AXIAL CUT AND FORM DIES**

*Cut and Form Axial Components to right angle, stand-off, SMT, and stress relief*  
*Choose adjustability or fixed dimensions*

**Capable of Automatic or Manual Operation**

- Choose the CF Series with a tape or loose feeder for automatic operation. Cut and form as fast as 15,000 pph.
- Choose the SS-1A for foot pedal actuation, single feed operation. Ideal for low volume applications.

Whether your volume is high or low, Manix has the die for your application. Choose from a variety of dies including stand-off, snap-in, lock-in, stress relief, SMT, and vertical. Fixed dies offer the notion of repeatability whereas adjustable dies allow maximum flexibility.

**Choose form a Variety of Lead Form Dies**

- **Model “C”**  
  Right Angle
- **Model “E”**  
  Snap-in
- **Model “O”**  
  Stress Relief
- **Model “E”**  
  Stand-off
- **Model “G”**  
  Stair Bend w/Stand-off
- **Model “H”**  
  Stand-off
- **Model “L”**  
  Lock-in/Stand-off
- **Model “I”**  
  Vertical Stand-up w/Double Radius
- **Model “Q”**  
  Vertical Lock-in w/Stand-up
- **Model “J”**  
  Vertical Stand-up
- **Model “P”**  
  SMT Gull Wing
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